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1 J$'RODUCTION 

In the prediction of longitudiiidl and lateral characteristics of an 
aircraft it is necessary tc be able to estimate with fair accuracy the e.?"i'ect 
of 8 non-uniform&y cf the flow field on the aerodynaiLc fcrces acting cn the 
aircraft surfaces. The case ccasidered here is a su-cersonic streaz~ ccntaining 
crosswise wlocity ccnFonents such as arc ~rcduced by free vortices, 

Several approjcirriate theoretical 1Wthcds arc available for the pressure 
distribution on a wi.n~ surface cf nrderak clicrd in a non-unil"crn stream. It 
is alsc knwm that the ausz.wgticns 
for wings 

of liiearised theory give adequate results 
cf mderate chcrd in a unifor3il strez5il but no satisfactory experi- 

rental evidence e>;ists when the sCreml is non-unifcnn. 
investigation is, thcrcfore, 

The object of -tSs 
'io find out wlietlhcr it is adequate to treat the 

non-unifcr3 velccity CCi,lpXlf2ltS as s2all perturbations ef a unifcrI2 stream. 
This investigaticn ccvers affects cn wings with superscnic leading edges; an 
investigation fcr wings with subsonic leading edges has net yet been under- 
taken. 

The interference behTeen the wing and ran aft tailplane on conventional 
aircraft is a si~~~ple case When the tail surface is ccnsiderably smaller tk3.n 
the fonmd vsing but still of high aspect rat&. It is 
regard the tail as being located in 

thei? adequate to 

incidence on the tailplane being 
a uniform dcwn-clash field, the effective 

takei as the mean incidence and obtained 
frclll the strength =and positicn of the wing vortices. The interference load 
is then the product cl" the lift curve slo-PC cf the tail and t'ne ~,z~n damwash. 
This method may not, however, be satisfactorily applied to aircraft where the 
surface affected has a large chord and where the dcvmwash field is rnarlcedly 
non-unifcr3 over the span of the wing 
configurations. 

surfnce9j2 as is typical cf canard 

The work described here is an attefilpt tc exa~nine in soae detail the 
pressure distribution induced on a wing by the non-unifoml flow field dcwn- 
stre,39 of a lifting fcreplane; 
using linearised thecly; 

to dcvelcp a theoretical lnethcd of prediction 
end te fcrrwlate the ccndition when this is 

inadequate. The rwthod should then be ayplicablc to lifting surfaces in any 
other flew :nade ncn-uniform by the existence cf downwash and sidewash 
velccities. 

l? 

A seccnd experimental i,rograiitile, 
and relating the pressure distributicns 

e;:tendiflg the range cf iiz~~eotigai;io~~ 

currently in progress. 
to cverall fcrces and mwents, is 

In order tc deter~G.ne the prevr* 
due to a. foreplane, 

OGurc distributicn on the rear wing surface 

immersed. 
it is neccssclry tc knew the flew in whic:i the wing is 

Briefly, the physical picture is t&t the nrcssurc distribution 
around .aay lifting wing causes an inward flw cf air &er cnc surface and an 
outward flow ever the other. The resulting disccntinuity in SiXXWiSC velocity 
at the trailing edge fC33lS a vortex sheet which, as it l+sses downstream, 
rolls up into a pair cf line vertices. 

In this treatlllent it is assui,~d that the flew behind the fcreplane (or 
generating surface) is fully rclled up at the rear \"ing location; then the 
flak field may be rej?rcsented by that ci' a single rectangular hcrseshce 
vertex . 3 
supersonic 

The vdocity cwrponents caused by an elcri;.entary"line vertex in a 
flow as slzowr~ in iQ.1, with arrls along OX v, Olfv an given by:- 



within the Mach cone from 0, w = 0 elsewhere, 
V 

(2) 

within the Mach cone from 0, vv = 0 elsewhere. 

It is evident that for points where (3 2 2 

with X,' - p2 Y," the velocity ccanponent 
Zv may be neglected compared 

s within the Mach cone from 0 become:- 

r w = 
V 5 

y2;z2 (I - @;y 

V v V 

and 

(3) 

(4) 

2.2 Pressure distribution due to a line vortex 

The flow from the foreplane immerses the rear wing in a non-uniform 
flow which produces a non-uniform pressure distribution on the wing surface. 
7?e can appreciate some of the characteristics of the pressure distribution by 
considering the velocity distribution from a line vortex, the downwash 
component of -rirhich is sketched on page 6, 

The pressure distribution from a chordtvise element of surface at inci- 
dence relative to its surroundings will give a concentration of pressure near 
the Wch lines from the leading edge. If elements of this form may be taken 
to represent the downwash shown then the pressure distribution on the wing 
surface will be of the form given in the sketch with the peak changes in 
pressure occurring along Mach lines from the leading edge. 

There will also be a contribution to the pressure distribution due to 
the sidewash velocity which will take the form of a suction peak under the 
centre of the vortex. 

!7e may derive an analytical expression for the pressure distribution 
on the wing surface within the limitations of linearised theory. These 
assur;rptions of linearised theory are as follows. 
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1 The viscosity of the air is neglected, 

2 The heat conductivity of the air is neglected. 

3 The flow field is free of vorticity (and thus possesses a velocity 
potential) except for certain singular points. 

4- All external force fields are excluded. 

5 The equation of state for a perfect gas holds. 

6 The perturbation velocities are small compared with the free 
stream velocity, 

Since supersonic acrofoil theory, based on these same assumptions, is 
known to give adequate results for wings in a uniform stream, it is really 
the first and last assumptions which are questioned in the present context. 
The object of this investigation is, therefore, to find out whether it is 
adequate to treat the non-uniform velocity components as small perturbations 
of the stream and, further, whether the simple mcdel of an inviscid line 
vortex, as has been supposed in para, 2,1, is suf'ficient to represent the 
actual rolled-up vortex sheet with viscous core, 

Within the above limitations we may consider the flow as a 
combination of two flows:- 

(a) The flow due to the generating surface (line vortex) 

(b) A twisted and cambered wing in a uniform stream with 
condition W = -WV at 2 = 0, 

linear 

alone, 

the boun&ry 

The boundary condition for the combined flow then gives w = 0 at the 
wing surface. 

It is well known& that, within the limits of the linearised theory, we 
may replace a wing surface in a uniform stream by a souroe distribution. 
The local strength of the source distribution is determined by the downwash 
perturbation velocity at all points within the forward Mach cone from P (see 
Pig,?), 

The velocity potential due to a source distribution is:- 

where A is the area of the wing within the forward Mach cone from P. 

We are limited to supersonic leading edges since w is given only on the 
wing area. This method has, however, been cxtendeds to give solutions at 
the wing surface (Z= 0) in a tip region by modifying the area of integration, 

This source method makes it theoretically possible to find the 
perturbation velocities at P due to the presence of the wing. It has not 
been found possible to obtain a solution in closed form for the general 
downwash distribution given in equation (1) but solutions have been obtained 
for certain approximations to this distribution. 
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The first approximation is to take X ," large compared with Yz in 

equation (3) which gives 

7 w = V 2n y2:y2 ; 
v V 

(6) 

this is the down%ash velocity Prom an ir-Cia.itely long line vortex. 

The pressure distribution associated with this downwash distribution is 
derived in Appendix 1 ati given by:- 

c 
1' sign(A)y,/f(h 2 .2 I 

-i> -1)2+ 4A2]F+.A2-32 -1 
p=- 

(h2 -B2 -1)2+ &A2 
(7) 

where A = $, and B = 
-b 

The form of this distribution of pressure is shown in Fig.3 and exhibits 
the main features discussed previously (i.e. suction and pressure peaks on 
%ach lines) together with a region between the peaks where the velocity 
distribution chosen has little effect. Another feature of this distribution 
is the attenuation of the suction ati pressure peaks with distance from the 
leading edge. 

Intei@+ation of the loail dititrlLui;ion obtained from the above pressure 
distribution for a pair of vortices over a region of infinite chord and large 
span but not irfluerzed by 'tip' regions gives a load equal and opposite to 
that acting on the surface which produces the VortiCeS, 

It is possible to obtain an approximation to the effect 
on the pressure distrj.bution by taking a second approxinlati.on 
velocity given in equation, (3). Then 

The effect of taking this approximation for rrv has been 
Appendix 2 to be:- 

of finite Xv 
to the downvfash 

found in 

‘$ IAl l/(h2-B2 .w-,j2+ 4s2 
(9) 

d 
where C = - 

P  zv l 

This is proportional to the spanwise location and varies 

as the inverse S~LLLI"C oi' Ihe dista?ice between the ;;oneratine s.urface and the 
chord%.se location of the point on the wing. 

Further approximations may be made by the method adopted in Appendix 2, 
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Yhen a free vortex passes near to a surface, the cross flow velocities, 
which have so far been ignored, are not generally small enough for the 
approximations of linearised theory to be confidently applied, and the effect 
of the cross flow must be considered. 

The cross flow velocity induced by the surface due to an infinite 
straight vortex has been determined by the source distribution method in 
Appendix 3, where it is shown that for large distances from the leading edge 
the induced cross flow velocity is the same as that obtained by the exact 
method of images. 

The pressure distribution -can ncvr be obtained frcin the seomd order 
ap~flcximation to Bernoulli's equation 

c?, = 2 ~+~(~~-;:(~+vv>'-~(~+wv~. (IO) 77 ax 

22 At the wing surface we have az = -vfv ; 

then 

may be neglected, 

It should be noted that there is a contribution to the loading from 
2v kk ' & is discon- from this extra term due to the cross product - ~2 ay' 'ince ay 

tinuous across 2 = 0. 

The above solution has been obtained for a straight vortex which is 

only valid for 
V 

Outside this region the vortex will be influenced by the flow field 
induced by the wing surface and will curve along a path determined by the 
streamlines. If the vortex is assumed straight, it will sustain a force 
which makes the solution unacceptabl e outside the region indicated. 

Modification of the pressure equation a3 described above gives a 
suction peak under the vortex which is quite large when the vortex is close 
to the surface (see section 4). 

For large distances from the leading edge the wing may he considered as 
a reflection plate and the flow due to the free vortex will induce flow 
equivalent to an image vortex below the surface. 

The pressure distribution due to such a system has been determined in 
Appendix 4 to be 

c = r2 2 (A+D) -1 ' 
P 

2 x2u2Zv2 {(A+ Iq2+lj2 ' 
(12) 

AS' 
where D = -zL . The load from such a spansvise distribution is zero, if 

V 
taken over a large span, 
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2.3 Circulation 

In determining the actual magnitude of the pressure coefficient the 
location and strength of the foreplane vortices are required, 

These may be determined Prom linearized theory oincc the lift associated 
with a vortex pair (L = I' pU2Sof) is equal to that generated on the foreplane; 

neglecting any viscous dissipation we have:- 

c 
0 

3 

i = 3 

co 6 AC+.. dx = L - 
PO P 

0’ 

and 

s ’ = 
0 

sob-). 
2A’ p 

03) 

04) 

Wind tunnel tests have been made to eiaG.ria2e experimentally the pressure 
distribution induced on a wing by the flow field from a lifting foreplane, 
The experimental pressure distribution rray then be compared with the 
theoretical methods of prediction using linearised theory and the conditions 
when this is inadequate may be formulated. 

Fig.2 shows the main details of the model which was fixed to the side- 
wall of the tunnel and the reflection-plate technique used. The forward 
generating surface could be set to a requi.red incidence and -iAle !iC?igllt of its 
hinge line relative to the rear wing surface altered by using different 
mounting holes, In this way it was posse 'ble to alter the non-uniform flow 
field at the rear surface. 

The rear surface was set at zero incidence to the main strear, Static 
pressure holes in the surface were connected to a water manometer, the 
reference pre ssure bein,g the static pressure within t'he tunnel working section, 
The pressure distribution due to the forward surface was then found by obtaining 
the difference between the results with and without the generating surface 
present. 

Two series of tests were made in the B,X,& Ko.l8,(9" x 9")supersonic 
wind tunnel at a Mach nrunber of 1.81 under atmospheric stagnation conditions. 
The first gave the general distribution of pressure over the whole surface, 
the resolution being limited by the number of pre ssure plotting tubes that could 
be taken through the support of the model. T'ne second set was restricted to 
obtaining in more detnil the prvoil """ure distribution at one chordv:i.se position. 

During the above tests the location of the vortex generated by the fore- 
plane was obtained at various strear;lwise -positions using a pitot tube to locate 
the position of m.inimum pressure, v;hich has been taken to be the centre of the 
vortex since the measured pressures were symmetrical about this point. 

The circulation of the vortex has also been determined experimentally 
using a. yawmeter. The yavvmeter consisted of four one-millimetre hypodermic 
tubes symmetrically enclosed in a length of three-millimetre tubing, the head 
being ground down to a four-sided 90' pyramid with one tube in the middle of 
each face. Thus, simultaneous measurements of upwash and sidewash angles 
were made by observi.ng the pressure difference registered by the vertical and 
horizontal pairs of holes respectively. 
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The circulation within a contour is defined by the line integral 

and if we take the contour C to be a rectangle ABCD, then 

r ;]vt dy +/Cwt dz -jDv! dy -jAwI dz; 

therefore:- 

where at, p' are the upwash and sidewash angles measured with the yawn;eter, 

Each of the above integrals was evaluated graphically ard thus the 
circulation determined. 

When using the above method, care must be taken to choose a contour such 
that the integrated effect of pressure gradient- 
out, 

i) across the yawmeter cancel 

4 DISCUSSIOH 03' TEE E<P~?Ev~TAI, RES';IZTS 

4. -I Surface pressure measurements 

The experimental pressure differences obtained on the rear surface have 
?xJ@~ presented in terms of the coefficient of pressure developed due to the 
generating surface. The location of the pressure holes is given in non- 
dimensional form and related to the measured location of the vortex at the 
leading edge of the rear wing surface, 

Pig.4 shows the experimental surface pressure measurements obtained for 
a vortex passing at 0.41 foreplane chords above the wing surface with a 

circulation given by &- = 0.21. This pressure distribution has pressure 
0 

and suction peaks on Nach lines from the leading edge and shows qualitative 
agreement with the linearised theory distribution given in Pig.3. There is 
also a suction peak under the centre of the vortex which was anticipated as 
the effect of the cross-flow. 

In the region > 7.0 the image of the vortex in the reflection 

plate is likely to affect the f10~; 
pressure observed in this region, 

this may account for the increase in 

A more detailed comparison between the experimental and theoretical 
pressure distribution is given in Fig,5, for the station nearest to the lead- 
ing edge. In this figure a first approximation to the effect of tne finite 
distance between the foreplane and rear surface is given as described in 
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para 2.2; this is 0nLy strictly applicable to regions A (Pig.1) where 
2 2 

v2<<P xv. It is, however, an underestimation of the effect, since the 
approximation for w fa3.L * off more slowly with spanwise distanoe from the 
vortex than in equation (4). 

Fig.6 gives the pre,, coure distribution for the same station with the 
vortex much closer to the wing surface. Due to the relatively sudden changes 
in pressure the experimental readings are not sufCcient to define an experi- 
mental curve over the complete range. The points do, however, indicate that 
sorm suction occurs under the vortex. 

The rcmlts of a second set of tests are, however, more conclusive, 
Pigs.7 and 8 give the pressure distribution, at about the mid chord position, 
for the same setting as Figs,5 and G respectively. Fig.7 illustrates the 
need to incorporate the cross-i"low terms when calculating a pressure distribu- 
tion, 

Fig.8 gives the pressure distribution when the vortex is near the surface 
for a comparatively large jf$ The sidewash velocities at points on the 

surface nearest to the core have theoreticslly reached sonic speed, and 
therefore one would not expect lincariscd theory to predict accurately the 
pressure distribution, It is, however, found that the experimental pressure 
distribution still has the form predicted by linearised theory at points away 
from the vortex core, but the peaks have been rounded off due, presumably, to 
viscous effects predominating where large pressure gradients exist. The 
finite extent of the vortex core must slso have an appreciable effect in this 
case, At points on the slJ.i"facG ne:flts t tc: ths vortex core the inclusion of 
cross-flow terms due to a straight vortex is not acceptable in the region 
indicated, since as m~ntiorro? in para, 2.2, the vortex would sustain a force 
if held strai&t as has been assumed. .At a large distance Prom the leading 

edge 
( 

i, 0. large j$$ 
> 

the wing surface may be considered as a reflection 

plate and the flow due to the free vortex will induce flow equivalent to an 
image vortex below the surface. 'rho effect of using the cross-flow velocities 
for such a system 'is also shown. Viscous effects may he expected to influence 
the pressure distribution in this rcC;ion due to the large pressure gradients 
predicted by the theoretical method, This probably accounts for the relatively 
small chan@s in pressure found under the core of the vortex. 

4. 2 Vortex path 

Xeasurements of the location of the core of the vortex at various stream- 

wise positions have been made using a pitot tube. The results for several 
settings of the generating surface are given in Pig.9, It will be noted that 
the movements of the core of the vortex are comparatively small and depend on 
the directions of the cross-flow inked by the presence of the wing surface. 
Since the induced flow depends on the direction of the circulation so also 
does the movement of the vortex core. In Fig. 10 a comparison has been made 
between the core path found experimentally and that given theoretically 
assuming the linear "c'neory sidewash velocities and the vortex remains along a 
streamline from all other sources except the vortex itself. 

The main i'eatures to be noted are that, when the core is close to the 
surface of the wing, the vortex appears to have been disturbed upstream of 
the wing leading edge, indicating that the effect or the wing is transmitted 
upstream either by local detached shockwaves or in tne core of the vortex. 
There is 1'air agreement between the changes in span indicated by the theory 
and those found experimentally for 1 < x c 3. zv P 

Further aft the vortex 
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tends to return towards the main stream direction, and does not approach the 
asymptotic solution, indicating possibly a reduction in sidewash velocities 
in this region, or some kind of transmission in the core of the vortex as 
suspected upstream of the wing leading edge. The minimum slope expected at 
large distances from the wing leading edge using the asymptotic solution is 
also given, 

453 Circulat5.m of vortex 

The circulation of the vortex shed from the generating surface has been 
found at three longitudinal locations by measuring the direction of the flow 
at points round a contour with a yawmeter as described in section 3, 

It was found that the value obtained for the circulation was not 
appreciably affected by the size of the contour traversed provided the path 
was chosen so that the integrated effect of pressure gradients across the 
yawmeter cancelled out, For exunple , a contour with one side passing within 
about 0.8 yawmeter head diameters of the vortex core gave a result within 1.5% 
of that obtained when this distance was increased to 2.5 diameters. I 

The results of the measurements taken are given in the table below, 
The measurements show the experimental value to be about 6,:;/0 lower t,han the 
result obtained from simple linear theory considerations. There is also a 
consistent drop of about 'j$between the results fore and aft of the wing 
leading edge disturbance, which is not yet understood since the drop does 
not, apparently, depend on the distance of the vortex from the surface of the 
wing or the distance aft of the wing leading edge disturbance, It was not 
possible to traverse round the vortex when it was close to the surface of the 
wing due to the size of the yawmeter used; therefore it was impossible to 
check the cause of the drop in sidewash velocity predicted by the locus of 
the vortex given in Fig,lO(a). The results found here are not inconsistent 
with a redistribution in circulation suggested by the locus of the vortex 
cores, or some unrolling of the vortex, It ;Nill, however, be necessary to 
make further tests before any definite conclusion can be reached. 

I 
, I I 

^ * ’ 3.25 -I 
hhead 0.206 I - --- 

, t-h of h n-6 1:: ’ I c, l 3" ’ 1 J wing I "'LIL I , 0.220 0.225 

IO, i 0.50 1.5 
IO,1 0.50 I , 2.7 

5 OUTSTAKDING PROBLE3E ADD 'X33.K IN ;,)HOGRLES 

5.1 Pressure distribution 

The work described in this report has dealt as fully as present methods 
allow with the pressure distribution due to a vortex passing over a surface 
with a non-swept‘ leading edge. 

One problem that requires consideration is the effect of a free vortex 
on a surface with a swept leading edge. 
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The pressure distribution may be obtained theoretically by the source 
distribution method for supersonic leading edges and a modified source 
distribution method for subsonic edges, provided edge separations do not 
OCCW~~ 7. 

The loal acting on a delta wing with supersonic leading edges, due to a 
-pair of free vortices passing over one SU?faCe, may become inl'inite if 
calculated by the source distribution method (neglecting cross-flow), for 
wings of very large area. ylis result is lh$ically unrealistic. TV 
slender body result for highly syfept rvings 3 gives a much more realistic 
result in that the maximum load is independent of the wing area and leading 
edge shape ard depends only on the load generating the non-uniform floliv. 
These results need further investigation. 

It is proposed to make a series of tests to determine in more detail the 
pressure distribution over a rectangular "ring surface - including the 'tip' 
regions. The wing will be mounted from the rear on a traversing gear thus 
enabling all relative locations with respect to the forepiane to be tested. 
The foreplane will be further ahead of the rear wing surface than in the 
present tests but it will be possible to alter the fore and aft lo&Con of 
the rear wing enabling the effect of the b'ach cones from the Poreplme to be 
investigated, 

Z?rom tnis new set of tests it is also hoped to be able to integrate the 
pressure distribution with enough accuracy to determine the load changes with 
increase in chord and also to determine the rolling moment due to sideslip, 

The pressure distribution in the 'tip' region due to a free vortex 
passing near it will test the validity of the modified source distribution 
method, which is ap>:licable to both 't;ip' regions and sl~nier win;s, near the 
'tips' where separations are likely to occur, This work !?ag lead to a 

method of calculating the pressure distribution on a slen&er wing in the 
presence of free vortices and leading edge separations. 

A series of tests on a delta vtinc; with supersonic leading edges is also 
planned, to establish the validity of the source distribution both in the 
region not influenced by the apex (i.e. tire-dimensional yawed wing region) and 
in the region affected by the a?ex of the wing, 

In general, it is clear that a better knowledge of the detailed structure 
of the vortex is required if a closer representation of the actual pressures 
than that obtained with the simple line vortex is wanted. 

5.2 Force measurements 

Because of the nature of the pressure distribution due to the foreplane 
vortices, and the limitation in the number of pressure points, the lift and 
moments developed on rear wing surfaces will, if lound from pressure measure- 
ments, be of poor accuracy, It is therefore proposed to make another series 
of tests to measure the lift, pitching marent and rolling momen-t developed on 
a series of rectangular and slender delta wings of various aspect ratios, 
These tests should enable a check to he made on existing theoretical 
methods&%~0,~1 
and also produce 

fcx tke fcrcas dcvc;aopcd due to the roulcplano varti~s, 
some fundamental results on rolling moment due to sALeslip. 

It is also the aim of this work to obtain an empirical law connecti,ng 
the maximum load ratio (i,e. maximum interference load as a fraction of fore- 
plane load) as a function of span ratio (i.e. ratio of span of rear surface at 
trailing edge to that of the Mach envelope from the foreplane), This should 
enable an empirical correction factor to be obtained for the finite distance 
between foreplane and rear surface, 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that the pressure distribution on a wing surface due 
to a free vortex has pressure and suction peaks on Mach lines from the points 
of maximum local incidence at the leading edge and these are attenuated in a 
chordwise direction, A theory based on the assumption of small perturbations 
and on the simple model of an inviscid line vortex gives adequate results in 
most cases. 

At points on the surface near the core of the vortex a correction to 
the theoretical calculations is nece osary due to the cross-flow and it is 
suggested that the sidewash velocity given by the linear theory is a good 
approximation in regions not influenced by the bending of the vortex. 

i;?len the vortices pass very close to the rear surface and the cross-flow 
velocities are theoretically approaching sonic speed large pressure gradients 
theoretically occur and the approximations of linearised non-viscous theory 
fail to show other than the form of the pressure distribution since the effects 
of the cross-flow compressibility and viscosity are neglected, The detailed 
structure of the rolled-up sheet and its viscous core should then also be 
taken into account. 

The vortices are disturbed by the rear wing surface ard the results 
suggest that a vortex does not change strength up to a few vortex core 
diameters of the surface, when the sidewash velocities suggest either some 
redistribution of circulation or unrolling of the vortex core. 

LIST OF SYIJBOLS 

0% J y, 9 zv right hand system of axes fixed relative to a rectangular vortex 
element 

OX,Y,Z right hand system of axes fixed in rear wing surface (Pig.1) 

A’ aspect ratio of foreplane 

c 0 

5? 

chord of foreplane 
P - Ps 

wing upper surface pressure coefficient = 
+ p u2 

h height of foreplane relative to rear surface 

d distance between centre line of foreplane and leading edge of 
rear surface 

L lift generated on foreplane 

M Mach number 

P wing surface static pressure 

P S 
static pressure in undisturbed stream 

sO semi-span of foreplane 
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LIST OF SYXBCLS (Contd.) 

semi-span of vortex pair 

change in semi-span of vortex pair aft of leading edge of rear 
surface 

free stream velocity 

sidewash velocity due to a rectangular vortex element 

downwash velocity due to a rectangular vortex element 

measured sidewash velocity 

measured downwash velocity 

WI 

T' 
downwash angle measured by yawmeter 

v’ 
7’ sidewash angle measured by yawmeter 

41 -1 F- 
circulation of vortex 

foreplane incidence setting - de{;rees 

co-ordinates of an elemental. source in Ox,y plane 

density 

perturbation velocity potential due to wing 
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If we fOllO~V the source 
potential at a point P(x,y,z) 

distribution givenby Puckett for the velocity 
in linearised flow we have 

tw 

and from this using the results of 
$2 Bolton-Shaw we may obtain 

7c 

c = 
2 /atp 2 

P - 77 (ax z=. > = np J 
fb 

0 

+os 6)d0 (17) 

W where - = U 
f(q) , provided the downwash velocity at the wing plane is inde- 

pendent of S. 

If we take 

(18) 

i.e. a vortex parallel to the x axis at a height Zv above the z = 0 plane, 
then we have 

7t 

c = 
i 

y + $ cos 0 
> 

de 

P 
cm 

this may be split up into complex pa&la* 'ml fractions and then integrated by 
contour integration, i,e, 

c s -r Rkz 
P 7t2up 

Let us now put t = tan 2 2 then 

WJ 

c = -21: R4 
P x2 u p 

(20) 

(21) 
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Appendix 

This suggests a 
axis (-R to +R) and a 
This gives as R --)Q 

contour integral, the con-kour consisting of the real 
semi-circle of radius R with the origin as centre. 

t7c i sign 
( > 
2.z 
P v dt 

(zv L: 0) ..*..(22) 

Hence 

-r sign 

% = 
( > t zv 

I 

1 

Rk? i 
xu P I 

2 - Y+F-i-2, 
( 

X 

>( 
y-$-iZv 

>i 

(23) 

-r sign@ Zy>. R-f?p,/$- y2 t Z," -2i ZvY j 

(24) 

which becomes in non-dimensional form 

[(A2 4)2 
1 

c! = -au 2- t 4 A2]' + A2-B2 -1 
P 

42 xU/3 Zv&A2-B2_1)2t4A2 

where A = -$- ard B = 
V 
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If we follow the same method as Appendix I but take 

instead of equation (18), where d is the distance between the foreplane and 
the wing leading edge. 

This gives 

. . . . . (28) 

on neglect-ing 55,' coI?lpared with d2 ) 

r P z,’ y . . . cp = % + 12 
2tKu at: ( J 

where C 
PI: 

is the pressure coefficient given in .&ppendix I. 

This gives 

z (A2-B2 4J2 t 4A2 

qz j2 j/ [(12;!-B2 -,)2 + 4, A2]+ + A2-B2- 1 
! 

00) 

ahese A = 5, B ;=: -a&C = 
v 
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Following the same method as Appendix 1 we obtain 

32 ux ~- 
:i 

f("cl)(q-y)dq 
dy = x 

?-I, E(y-q)2 + zqx*- p2[(y-T-l)* -I- z2] 

which may be transformed to:- 

7-t 
& Uxa f(y 

i 
+ a cos 0) cos 0 d0 

@?=,a2 
0 ca2 cos2e + z'] 

(32) 

where a = 

f(v) = f(y+ a cos 0) = 
l?(y+a cos a) 

27c U E(y4a cos e)2 + Zy21 

. 2.22 L’xa (y+a co9 0) co9 8 de II u dy = 2 u 712 p2 i 
(33) 

0 c a2 cos20+e2][(y+a cos e)* + Z,"] 

which may be split into complex partial fractions 

7x -IT 
A d0 I3 de . . . ~9~ r r 

u dY 2 7t2 u Lo s +a cos e-i z + 
.i +a ~0s 0 +i I, 

0 

7t 7F. 
c de 

f cos e+izJ + i( 0 0 

l . * . .  (34) 
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Appendix 3 

where 

and 

+x(y+iz) 
A= 

2C(y+iz)'+ Z,'] 

c! 
L 5 (yciZv) 

= 
2[(y+iZJ* +z2] 

I 
D = c. 

The integrals involved in equation (30) are the same form as in Appendix 1 
(equation (20)), 

Hence on collecting terms and simplifying we obtain:- 

l.a(p I? 
-z2) JGyi 

TJ aY = z-xl f12+4y2z,2) 

where h2 = 

x2 
P = -- 

p2 y 
2-Z2+Z2 

v l 

Now when x -+- 00 

-.- 
3i l (351 

wilich is the sidewash velocity due to an inf'inite straight vortex situated at 
the image position with respect to the generating vortex. 
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If 
then the 
tions to 

we pass a line vortex in a uniform stream over an infinite plane 
plane must act as a reflection plate for the surface boul~dary condi- 
be satisfied, 

will consider the case when the vortex will pass along a free 
streamline. 

? . 
3 9 &Line vortex \r: 

9 
-r - Image vortex ,d a-c 

i 

i 

For the vortex to pass along a free streamline we have:- 

and the cross flow velocity vv due to one vortex is:- 

I? % 
V 

V =E2 
Y + zv 

for points on the plane, 

Now the pressure distribution with respect to the undisturbed stream 
pressure is:- 

(37) 

(38) 
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c-2 VYsin*2 f2 cp = l-jcose+(~- 
>5 

4 % =- U2 0 sin 0-vv) 

r2 yf2- zv2 
= 

2x2 I? ( yt2+ zv2)2 

along AA', and in terms of the co-ordinates of Pig.1 this becomes:- 

c, = 
r2 [(y-a s; ) cos ey-zv2 

L 2x2u2 [I( y-ns;) co5 ej2+ z,']" 

3 ( - I2 cos% - I zz 
2x2? [(L$ cos2e +112 

A So’ 
where A = $-, D = -1, 

v % 

Vie may determine 
distribution 

and for infinite span 

Appendix 4 

(39) 

the load coefficient per unit chord due to such a 

= 
i 

cp dY 

BB' 

r2 
00 

Cp dy = 
2 7c2 v2 i 

x2-1 dh 

_ c3 (A2 * 1 I2 
= 0 

cos 8 -co 

where h = (A-D) cos 0, 

Hence there is no contribution to the loading from such a system. 

(42) 

(43) 

l-w 

&5>, 
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FIG .3. THEORETICAL SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO A VORTEX 

r 
UC0 = 0.21 (LINEARISED THEORY) 



FIG.4. EXPERIMENTAL SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO A VORTEX 
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